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Highlights

SDN-based Fog and Cloud Interplay for Stream Processing

Michał Rzepka, Piotr Boryło, Marcos D. Assunção, Artur Lasoń, Laurent Lefèvre

• Dynamic workload deployment is highly affected by re-
source allocation algorithms

• Transmission latency is a key factor of the operator allo-
cation process

• Considering both resource utilization and request execu-
tion graph yields best results

• Two of the proposed algorithms provide both optimal re-
source usage and success rates
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Abstract

This paper focuses on SDN-based approaches for deploying stream processing workloads on heterogeneous environments com-
prising wide-area networks, cloud and fog resources. Stream processing applications impose strict latency requirements to operate
appropriately. Deploying workloads in the fog reduces unnecessary delays, but its computational resources may not handle all the
tasks. On the other hand, offloading the tasks to the cloud is constrained by limited network resources and involves additional trans-
mission delays that exceed latency thresholds. Adaptive workload deployment may solve these issues by ensuring that resource and
latency requirements are satisfied for all the data streams processed by an application. This paper’s main contribution consists of
dynamic workload placement algorithms operating on stream processing requests with latency constraints. Provisioning of comput-
ing infrastructure exploits the interplay between fog and cloud under limited network capacity. The algorithms aim to maximize the
ratio of successfully handled requests by effectively utilizing available resources while meeting application latency constraints. Ex-
periments demonstrate that the goal can be achieved by detailed analysis of requests and ensuring balanced computing and network
resources utilization. As a result, up to 30% improvement over the reference algorithms in success rate is observed.

Keywords: stream processing, fog computing, edge computing, SDN

1. Introduction

Fog computing, according to Cisco, is a highly virtualized
platform that provides computing, storage, and networking ser-
vices located at the Internet edge [1]. Other companies also
support fog computing under various terms: Edge Comput-
ing (Akamai), Intelligent Edge (Intel), Cloudnet (Microsoft), or
Multi-access Edge Computing (European Telecommunications
Standards Institute). Fog infrastructure is often heterogeneous
as various devices contribute to the overall computing power,
including sensors, wearables, smartphones, base stations, vehi-
cles, or network devices with extended functionality.1

1.1. Use cases
Deploying computing services in various locations between

the data sources and the cloud is a popular concept. It allows
for meeting the constraints imposed by modern applications,
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1Cisco introduced an IOx platform that combines IOS and open-source
Linux to support fog computing.

e.g. location awareness, low latency, mobility support, or geo-
graphical distribution of services. The most frequent use cases
for fog computing include the Internet of Things (IoT), oper-
ational monitoring of large infrastructures, smart grids, smart
cities, and intelligent buildings. The examples of stream pro-
cessing applications are:

• intelligent traffic control [2–6] - processing of data col-
lected from mobile sensors to provide optimal route se-
lection, traffic monitoring and prediction, congestion avoid-
ance, accident and anomaly detection or parking assis-
tance;

• surveillance and event monitoring [2, 4, 7] - processing
of data collected by geographically distributed sensors to
perform object detection, face recognition or vandalism
and accident detection;

• industrial process automation [2, 7, 8] - analysis of sensor
data including product and equipment surface inspection,
monitoring of production process parameters, or staff track-
ing.

1.2. Requirements and challenges
These emerging use cases require processing continuous

data streams under very short delays - real-time data analysis
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and feedback generation are essential for applications to operate
correctly. For example, industrial automation systems impose
strict requirements on delays to ensure that critical issues (e.g.
machine overheating) are handled in a few milliseconds [7, 8].
In addition, an application may generate massive amounts of
data, especially when video stream analysis is involved, as in
the case of traffic monitoring based on CCTV cameras (surveil-
lance and event monitoring) or on-board cameras (intelligent
traffic control) [3]. As a result, enough network and compu-
tational resources are required to handle all the data streams
successfully. The problem is aggravated by the growing num-
ber of Internet-connected devices, leading to the vast increase
in the volume, variety, and velocity of data generated.

Several frameworks are available for conducting scalable
and efficient stream processing, most of which follow a data-
flow approach, i.e. data streams are processed as they traverse a
graph of operators that perform algebra-like operations or user-
defined functions. A data stream can consist of discrete sig-
nals, event logs, monitoring data, and time-series information
and can present a high input data rate that stresses commu-
nication and computing infrastructure. Some of these stream
processing frameworks can take advantage of distributed com-
puting environments. For example, clouds can offer good per-
formance, robustness, and elasticity - the ability to allocate or
release resources to match the application workload. How-
ever, cloud Data Centers (DCs) are usually distant from the net-
work edge, which can impact the performance when directing
latency-sensitive data stream workloads to the cloud for pro-
cessing.

Although many data stream applications can benefit from
fog computing by using resources geographically close to data
sources, fog computing is not simply a replacement for clouds
and their practically unlimited computing resources and bene-
fits from economies of scale. Fog computing is, therefore, a
paradigm that extends the cloud to the network edge. As a re-
sult, using fog and cloud can simultaneously combine the cloud’s
scalability, global presence, elasticity, and sustainability with
the latency reduction that fog computing offers. In an attempt
to deploy fog computing widely, researchers and developers
have customized mobile operating systems to offer fog features,
provided middleware for deploying applications transparently
across the cloud-thing continuum (local devices, fog, cloud)
and designed multiple resource provisioning algorithms. This
ecosystem reflects the process of softwarization followed by
telecommunication infrastructure. A proper design of resource
provisioning algorithms is, however, still a challenge. The work-
load deployment mechanisms should meet the requirements of
the applications and combine advantages of both fog and cloud
infrastructure to achieve maximum effectiveness while process-
ing data streams. A proper resource allocation as presented in
this paper can meet these requirements.

1.3. Our work
Our work focuses on resource provisioning and operator

placement in a distributed environment comprising fog and cloud
computing. Such a geographically distributed infrastructure re-
quires efficient data transmission between fog and cloud re-
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Figure 1: The concept of SDN-based cloud and fog interplay.

sources. Wide Area Software Defined Networking (WA-SDN)
is a promising solution due to its separation of data and control
planes [9]. The control plane, denoted as an Software-Defined
Network (SDN) controller, is a software entity, deployed sepa-
rately from the network devices, that delivers forwarding rules
to hardware and virtual devices via the OpenFlow protocol [10].
In addition, the SDN controller can communicate with the cloud
and fog orchestration software via its northbound API.

The previous work [11] presented a WA-SDN controller
that communicates with fog and cloud orchestration software
and coordinates the use of fog and cloud resources, as shown in
Figure 12. Since the SDN controller has complete knowledge
of the network state, it could perform global traffic engineering
to meet the latency requirements of stream processing applica-
tions.

The present work focuses on jointly optimizing the place-
ment of stream processing operators across fog and cloud com-
puting infrastructure and the routing of data streams over an
SDN Wide Area Network (SD-WAN). The main contributions
are the proposed heuristic algorithms that dynamically handle
requests that specify data streams arriving at the infrastructure.
In addition, the proposed mechanisms aim to meet latency re-
quirements while respecting fog and network resource constraints
and considering the delay resulting from data transmission from
fog to data centers via the WAN. The proposed solution pre-
vents wasting fog resources, retaining them to handle the re-
quests most affected by the delays. Furthermore, the proper se-
lection of connections between operators across the Wide Area
Network (WAN) ensures an optimized use of network resources.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next
section discusses the related work. Section 3 provides the nec-
essary background. It also contains a detailed description of
an integrated architecture, application execution graph, request
model, and formal problem statement. Section 4 presents ex-
isting and novel algorithms with an analysis of their properties.

2There are fog instances associated with every network node, not shown in
the figure for simplification reasons.
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Experimental setup and results are provided in Section 5. Fi-
nally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

Traditionally, stream processing applications are designed
and optimized for deployment in cloud computing environments.
For example, previous work investigated remote invocation tech-
niques for stream processing applications to reduce response
time by using parallel processing on a cluster of CPUs [12]. In
addition, workflow-based mechanisms for running stream pro-
cessing applications on a set of virtual machines in the cloud
improved the overall application throughput [13]. Another frame-
work solves the problem of allocating bandwidth in a data cen-
ter internal network during runtime based on additional infor-
mation obtained from the application layer [14].

The cloud computing settings considered in previous work
are usually not suited to emerging stream processing applica-
tions due to the latency overhead introduced by communication
between distant data centers. That is why fog computing has
gained popularity. Tutorial work [7] proposes a general frame-
work for data stream processing in the fog and indicates key
differences with analogous cloud deployments. In [2], authors
proposed a mature framework to deploy stream processing ap-
plications on a cluster of heterogeneous edge devices. More-
over, a distance-based approach to distributing stream process-
ing tasks to nodes with limited computing capabilities showed
similar performance [15].

Fog computing infrastructure, however, is limited by the
power of its computing resources, their mobility, and their avail-
ability. There is, as a result, a trend towards considering deploy-
ments of infrastructure comprising cooperating fog and cloud
resources, not only for stream processing applications. Several
studies consider frameworks for running applications in coop-
erating cloud and fog infrastructure [16, 17]. Similarly, the
work [4] investigates performance improvements achieved by
moving an application closer to the edge.

SDN will increasingly enhance hybrid solutions comprising
centralized clouds and fogs located at the network edge. In the
work by Zamani et al. [18], the SDN controller establishes data
routes to utilize not only edge and cloud resources but also net-
work data centers adjacent to the transit network nodes. In [19],
the SDN facilitates the distribution of computing tasks between
fog and cloud in vehicular networks. SDN is also used to of-
fload traffic between fog nodes ensuring end-to-end bandwidth
guarantees [20].

The work by Yin et al. [21] and Hernandez et al. [6] fo-
cus on deploying stream processing applications in cooperating
fog and cloud environments but ignoring the latency and time-
efficiency issues. Instead, in Yin et al.’s work, fog nodes offer
idle resources to preprocess data before sending them to the
cloud with the assistance of the SDN controller. On the other
hand, Hernandez et al.’s solution reduces the volume of data
streams redundantly transmitted to the cloud.

Kallel et al. [22] and Li et al. [3] consider time-related is-
sues but solely in the context of the processing time needed to
handle data streams in the computing infrastructure. Kallel et

al.’s introduces an approach to business process modeling for
the IoT and non-IoT resources with different capacity and qual-
ity of service constraints. Li et al., on the other hand, mainly
focused on energy efficiency, proposing detailed end-to-end en-
ergy models for convergent fog-cloud infrastructures and ap-
plying them to the data stream analysis produced by cameras
embedded in vehicles.

A few works examine the deployment of data stream pro-
cessing applications in both fog and cloud infrastructure, con-
sidering the end-to-end latency resulting from computing and
data transmission between fog and cloud via WAN. The com-
munication with the cloud is modeled as an additional latency
during the execution of various stream processing applications
[5, 23–25]. Veith et al. [23] propose a static optimization model
with operator topologies as series of parallel graphs and con-
strained by application requirements and network capabilities.
Veith et al. extend their work by modeling the reconfiguration
of data stream processing applications as a Markov Decision
Process (MDP) and using reinforcement learning algorithms to
solve it [24]. De Maio and Kimovski [25] also consider la-
tency, proposing a model where the authors formulated an op-
timization problem and proposed a solving method considering
three objectives, namely response time, reliability, and mone-
tary cost. The smart parking scenario in [5] has numerous IoT
sensors that generate a vast amount of data to be processed in
the edge-fog-cloud continuum with respect to metrics specific
to a particular smart parking scenario.

SpanEdge [26] reduces the latency incurred by WAN links
by placing stream processing operators across an infrastruc-
ture composed of geo-distributed near-the-edge data centers.
SpanEdge enables programmers to group stream processing graph
operators either as a local-task or a global-task. Thus, the pro-
posed algorithm is not responsible for determining the place-
ment of each particular operator.

The works most similar to ours in terms of the system model,
research problem, and motivation are those by Veith et al. [27]
and Mehran et al. [28]. The authors of both works focus on
end-to-end latency requirements of applications represented by
graphs similar to those we consider. Veith et al.’s solution re-
quires application profiling. To make the solution scalable and
efficient, they divide operations into regions suitable for cloud
or fog resources. Mehran et al.’s many-to-one matching algo-
rithm assigns operators to resources based on two novel ranking
models [28].

Table 1 summarizes how the related work handles similar
problems. Some existing work aims at reducing latency dur-
ing deployment of stream processing requests represented as
graphs [2, 7, 12–15], but without considering cooperation be-
tween fog and clouds throughout WAN and without a realistic
latency model. On the other hand, some approaches are fo-
cused on the fog and cloud interplay without (e.g. [4, 16, 17]) or
with (e.g. [18–20]) a proper WAN latency model, but not han-
dle stream processing requests represented as a graph. Some
works consider stream processing in the fog-cloud infrastruc-
ture [6, 21], but disregard the nature of the request and issues
related to implementation details. Therefore, the aspects of la-
tency awareness and a detailed graph-based representation of
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Table 1: Summary of related work.

Work

Fog Latency awareness Stream processing Online optimization Transparency for
and cloud Realistic WAN Aimed at minimizing request represented for concurrent requests (stream processing)
interplay network model latency as a graph application

[2, 7, 12–15] 7 7 3 3 7 3

[4, 16, 17] 3 7 3 7 not relevant not relevant
[18–20] 3 3 3 7 not relevant not relevant
[6, 21] 3 7 7 7 not relevant not relevant

[3, 5, 22–25] 3 7 3 3 7 3

[26] 3 3 3 3 7 7

[27, 28] 3 3 3 3 7 3

This work 3 3 3 3 3 3

stream processing requests are ignored.
Another category of works aims at reducing latency while

deploying stream processing requests represented as graphs [3,
5, 22–25]. However, these works lack a proper WAN latency
model and do not solve the online optimization (on-arrival) prob-
lem for multiple requests arriving unpredictably and competing
for available resources. More realistic network latency model
is considered in work [26]. However, it is assumed that pro-
grammers of stream processing applications classify operators
as global and local tasks indicating the placement in fog-cloud
infrastructure. Therefore, it makes this solution non-transparent
for stream processing applications. Furthermore, the solution
proposed in [26] handles a single request to deploy an appli-
cation graph neglecting competition for resources of dynami-
cally arriving requests. Finally, our present work differs from
approaches presented in [27, 28] primarily concerning the ap-
plicability of the proposed solutions. More precisely, Veith et
al.’s and Mehran et al.’s solutions focus on static (offline opti-
mization) cases where a given application runs for a long time.
In [27], a deployment process can last up to five minutes, which
is not applicable to online optimization. In addition, the exper-
iments in [27] and [28] consider the deployment of a single
stream processing application.

Our work proposes more general heuristics able to dynami-
cally (on-arrival) handle stream processing requests represented
as graphs that describe data streams. We conducted experi-
ments emulating thousands of requests containing data streams
competing for resources. The aim is to minimize latency in an
infrastructure comprising fog and cloud using a realistic WAN
network model. Furthermore, the proposed solutions are trans-
parent for the developers of stream processing applications.

3. System architecture and problem formulation

This work considers an architecture composed of network
and computing resources available in cloud and fog infrastruc-
ture. The cloud infrastructure comprises DCs associated with
selected nodes in a WAN, while the fog consists of fog in-
stances, one per network node. Cloud resources are considered
unlimited given their high reliability, scaling, and abstraction
capabilities. On the other hand, each fog instance is an abstract
entity representing a set or a site of constrained resources. Fur-
thermore, due to the physical proximity of their resources, la-
tencies within fog instances are negligible compared to those

imposed by the transmission via WAN to DC. Cloud and fog
orchestration software, like OpenStack [29], are responsible for
controlling computing resources and communicating with the
SDN controller for resource provisioning. It also provides in-
formation about the available computing resources in each fog
instance and the location of DCs. The SDN controller has com-
plete knowledge of the network topology, the physical distances
between nodes, and the network state, including information
about installed flows.

Once a stream processing request arrives at the system, the
SDN controller is responsible for provisioning network resources
and requesting computing resources to the cloud and fog or-
chestration software. For this reason, we design the proposed
algorithms as SDN applications on top of the SDN controller.
Additionally, the SDN controller estimates the overall latency
composed of the data transmission latency and the processing
time associated with each operator, information provided by the
orchestration software. These system capabilities enable intro-
ducing latency awareness to the proposed algorithms.

We consider the following metrics for assessing performance:
the percentage of dataflows successfully handled, meaning that
the request received sufficient network and computing resources
to meet its latency requirements; and the utilization ratio of fog
resources, network utilization, and statistics showing how many
requests are handled by the fog, cloud, and both infrastructures
simultaneously.

This section explains the application execution graph as a
concept that specifies network and computing resources require-
ments of the particular stream processing request. Next, it pro-
poses a complete request model to feed the algorithms with the
necessary input data. Finally, the mathematical model is for-
mulated, including all assumptions and constraints.

3.1. Application execution graph

Online processing frameworks usually structure applications
as directed acyclical graphs with vertices that represent opera-
tors and edges that define how the data (i.e., tuples) flows be-
tween the operators. In addition, a developer can provide par-
allelization hints or specify how many instances of each oper-
ator are needed. Then, the scheduler places the operator in-
stances onto the available cluster resources. This work focuses
on the placement of operators onto a distributed infrastructure
composed of cloud and fog resources, considering an existing
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Figure 2: Example of application execution graph.

graph. The optimization and parallelization of the logical graph
are out of the scope of this work.

A stream is considered a path of a graph from the source to
the sink, and its computing requirements are equal to the sum of
its operators’ requirements. Moreover, the operators with lower
indices send data to operators with higher indices for each graph
and stream.

Fig. 2 presents an example of an application execution graph.
Besides the source and destination (sink), seven other operators
compose the graph. There are three distinct streams. Stream A
consists of operators: s, 1, 2, 4, 7, 8, and d. Stream B consists
of operators: s, 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, and d. Finally, stream C comprises
operators: s, 1, 3, 6, 8, and d.

Please note that some operators belong to more than one
stream, e.g., operator 1 is in all streams, operator 7 is in streams
A and B. Analogously, the requirements on the network re-
sources of each stream are equal to the sum of the requirements
of its edges, where some edges belong to more than one stream.
For clarity, a downstream operator processes a tuple after an
upstream operator. For example, operator 4 is a downstream
operator when compared to operator 2 within stream A.

The execution time-span of a path is the time needed to
process a tuple, from source to sink, traversing all the opera-
tors along the path. The execution time-span of a graph is the
largest time-span among the paths that compose the graph. In
addition, the sum of execution time-span and latency resulting
from data transmissions through the network is further com-
pared against latency constraints. A request is successfully han-
dled if all streams meet the latency constraints.

3.2. Request model

The need for an interface between the cloud and fog infras-
tructures was identified from the very beginning of the fog con-
cept [1]. Furthermore, the standardization of this interface is
mentioned as one of the critical issues in work [30] addressing
the interplay between those entities. We propose the architec-
ture that utilizes an SDN controller to ensure communication
between fog and cloud orchestrators to perform global traffic
engineering to meet the latency requirements of stream process-
ing applications. Thus, a proper request model must be defined
to ensure that all obligatory data is available for the controller.

A stream processing request (req) can be formally noted as
req = {s, sink,G,C,T, lth, n} and, as presented in Listing 1, is

Listing 1: Request schema

1 "req": {

2 "s": id,
3 "sink": cloud/fog,

4 "O": operatorsNo,
5 "G": [[g(1,1), g(1,2), ... , g(1,O)]

6 [g(2,1), g(2,2), ... , g(2,O)]

7 .

8 .

9 [g(O,1), g(O,2), ... , g(O,O)]],

10 "C": [c1, c2, ... ,cO],

11 "T": [t1, t2, ... ,tO],

12 "lth": latency,
13 "n": tuplesNo
14 }

composed of the following elements:

1. Id of the source node (s).
2. Information on whether the request’s sink is in the cloud

or the fog (sink). If in the fog, it is always the fog instance
associated with the source node.

3. The number of operators in the application execution graph (O).
4. Application execution graph represented by a matrix (G),

in which indexes of columns and rows refer to graph op-
erators. Value in i-th row and j-th column denotes the re-
quirements on the network throughput between i-th and
j-th operators. Zero value means that i-th and j-th oper-
ators are not connected.

5. Information about computing requirements of each op-
erator represented by a vector (C) where the i-th element
refers to i-th operator (indexing is consistent with the ma-
trix representing the application execution graph). Single
value for computing resources is an abstraction for het-
erogenous resources, e.g., CPU cycles or Random Ac-
cess Memory. Such an approach is reasonable as hetero-
geneous computing resources scale well, and statistical
multiplexing is applicable.

6. Information about tuple processing time by each of the
operators, represented as a vector (T ).

7. Latency threshold of the request (lth). Request process-
ing time-span must be below the threshold to successfully
handle the request.

8. Total number of tuples to process in the deployed graph (n).
This factor reflects that data sources are active only for
some time and generate a limited amount of data.

3.3. Problem formal statement
In the formal problem definition, N and id indicate the num-

ber of network nodes and network node id, respectively. V is
the set of nodes, and E is the set of links. The relation is as
follows ∀id ∈ 0...N : vid ∈ V , where v is a network node. VDC

describes the set of nodes associated with DCs. Nodes not as-
sociated with any DC are termed client nodes and denoted by
VC . The following relations are met:

VDC ∩ VC = ∅ (1)
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VDC ∪ VC = V (2)

VF denotes the network nodes associated with fog instances.
We consider that the fog infrastructure is present at every net-
work edge; thus VF = V . For the set VDC ∩VF traffic is handled
simply by the DC and is omitted from our study. The SDN
controller has full knowledge about the network topology and
its state, including resource utilization and the location of DCs
(VDC). The SDN controller executes each algorithm on a per-
stream processing request basis. The request model is proposed
in Section 3.2 and introduces some request-related symbols and
constants (req = {s, sink,G,C,T, lth, n}). Computing resources
available in the node id are denoted as rid and the corresponding
set R is defined as R = [r1, r2, ..., rN]. For nodes associated with
DC:

vid ∈ VDC : rid = ∞ (3)

Handling the stream processing request should be under-
stood as the assignment of operators to the fog or cloud com-
puting nodes and ensuring communication between the opera-
tors according to the application execution graph. Therefore, as
each operator will consume computing resources, a sufficient
amount of resources must be available. The i-th operator of a
request can be deployed in the id-th node only if:

req.ci ≤ rid (4)

This constraint is especially significant in the case of fog com-
puting instances having limited capacity. After assigning an
operator to the node, available resources decrease: rid = rid −

req.ci, by analogy, resources are released when the request ter-
minates. Total application requirements on computing resources
are equal to:

{1,...,req.O}∑
i=1

req.C[i], (5)

while stream requirements on computing resources are limited
only to those operators that belong to that particular stream:

{1,...,req.O}∑
i=1

xi · req.C[i], (6)

where xi = 1 if i-th operator belongs to the stream being con-
sidered, otherwise xi = 0.

Simultaneously, data sent between operators will consume
network resources. Thus, congestion in terms of network traf-
fic results in higher transmission times. This network delay is
further added to the request execution time-span (ets) and may
prevent it from meeting the latency threshold for a particular
request. The ets is known in advance by the orchestration soft-
ware and is the sum of event processing times for operators
belonging to that particular stream:

ets =

{1,...,req.O}∑
i=1

xi · req.T[i]. (7)

The network-related latency is applicable only if two adja-
cent operators are deployed in different infrastructure entities

(fog and cloud), in which case the wide-area network is tra-
versed. This network-related latency can be further divided into
two components: transmission latency, constant for a particular
WAN link (transe, e ∈ E) and buffering-related latency which
depends on the load on that particular link (buffku = f (lku), k ,
u ∈ V , and lku is a load on link between nodes k and u, while
f is a function translating load to the latency). Therefore, the
overall time can be expressed as follows:

{1,...,req.O}∑
i=1

xi · req.T[i] + transe + buffku,∀e, k, u, (8)

where e connects WAN nodes (k , u) hosting two adjacent
operators deployed in nodes k and u. The request is considered
as successfully handled only if this overall delay is lower than
the latency threshold

Stream requirements on network resources are equal to:

{1,...,req.O}∑
k=1

{1,...,req.O}∑
u=1

yku · req.G[k, u], (9)

where k , u ∈ V and yku = 1 if k-th and u-th are two adjacent
operators belonging to the stream being considered, otherwise
yku = 0. All constraints mentioned in the problem formulation
are reflected in the algorithms proposed in the paper.

As mentioned previously, the primary performance metric
is the percentage of successfully handled requests. REQ de-
notes the set of all requests, while REQh denotes requests suc-
cessfully handled (enough network and computing resources
were provisioned to meet latency requirements). The follow-
ing objective function can reflect it:

max |REQ|h/|REQ|. (10)

However, we also study the utilization of network and fog re-
sources and whether requests are handled in the fog, cloud, or
both types of infrastructure.

3.4. Architecture reliability

Although the research presented in the paper focuses on
application-layer mechanisms built on top of the SDN stack,
the resiliency of the key architecture components cannot be ne-
glected in the problem formulation. As these building blocks of
the environment are susceptible to a number of events such as
hardware and software failures, power and network outages or
resource starvation, some general ideas about possible failure
scenarios and suggested countermeasures are to be pointed out.
However, the detailed design of mechanisms that alleviate these
issues is out of scope of this paper.

Fog instance A fog instance discussed in this paper is de-
fined as a group of resources located close to one another and
capable of communicating with other members of the group
(Figure 1). There is no single point of failure in such an en-
tity that could fully disrupt operations within a particular fog
instance. Moreover, as we assume that stream processing re-
quests and data to be processed originate in the fog instance, an
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eventual failure of the fog data source implies the absence of re-
quests and data to process. In case of failures that affect single
fog resources, the allocation of the operators may be recalcu-
lated by the SDN controller. Similarly, connectivity issues that
isolate a fog instance from the WAN could be addressed with
fallback to a workload deployment algorithm that utilizes only
local fog resources.

DC instance While properly designed data centers are gen-
erally considered reliable, the availability of certain DCs should
be continuously monitored by the SDN controller to ensure that
all data streams are processed as requested. In the event of DC
outage, the SDN controller may perform rerouting of the traffic
to other resources, maintaining continuity of the streams.

SDN controller The SDN controller is an essential part of
the architecture. Its reliability should be ensured by maintain-
ing redundant controller instances to reduce the risk of con-
trol plane outages. It is assumed that the controller has a full
overview on the fog, networking and cloud components, as it
continuously monitors resources and flows present in the envi-
ronment. The data related to a single entity may be collected
from various sources, e.g. neighboring nodes, network devices
and the monitored entity itself. Therefore, the controller can
detect any failures that may affect data streams processed in the
network. On such occasions, it is possible to provide a proper
response such as employing an alternative workload deploy-
ment algorithm, recalculating the execution graphs, rerouting
the traffic, or reallocating the operators.

4. SDN-based Fog and Cloud Interplay for Stream Process-
ing

This section details the dynamic algorithms operating on
stream processing requests. The input requests for the algo-
rithms are modeled as described in Section 3.2, Listing 1, while
the procedure of generating the requests is described in Sec-
tion 5. As a result of processing the request, an algorithm re-
turns a decision on allocation of the operators in the fog or in
the DC. As stated in Section 5.1, the SDN controller is respon-
sible for the integration of fog, cloud, and network infrastruc-
tures. The algorithms can be easily implemented in any network
controller as they use commonly available features of network
controllers.

The first four algorithms are based on concepts presented in
related works and considered state-of-the-art approaches. While
scopes of these works vary and direct comparison is not possi-
ble, some general principles may be extracted and used to de-
fine algorithms that are possible to evaluate following the model
described in Section 3. The resulting algorithms derived from
related research are as follows:

• Random - random deployment of request operators both
in the cloud and in the fog as in [31];

• AllDC - deployment of requests fully in the cloud as in
[4, 25, 26, 28];

• FogOnly - deployment of requests fully in the fog as in
[16];

Algorithm 1 Random
Input: req

1: for i ∈ {1, ..., req.O} do
2: target ← random from {fog,cloud}
3: if target = cloud OR req.C[i] > rreq.s then
4: Deploy operator i in the selected DC
5: else
6: Deploy operator i in the fog associated with req.s
7: end if
8: end for

• FogGreedy - deployment of request streams with an effort
to saturate fog resources as in [28, 31].

Such defined algorithms are implemented in the testbed and
used as reference approaches in the experiments.

On the other hand, FogGreedy+, Network-Aware FogGreedy
and Network-Aware Application Oriented are novel algorithms,
considered the main contribution of this paper. The algorithms
are transparent for the application developer. They aim to han-
dle requests by meeting the latency constraints defined sepa-
rately for each request and preserving limited fog resources
for requests with a strict latency threshold representing time-
critical applications. Before presenting the algorithms and de-
scribing their properties, this section provides a few explana-
tions.

Network awareness (referred to as NetAwareness) denotes
that a particular algorithm tries to reduce network utilization.
The proposed algorithms take advantage of SDN, supporting
the interplay between cloud and fog orchestrators, and thus, im-
plementing the softwarization concept.

As discussed in Section 3, the cloud infrastructure is a set of
DCs associated with selected network nodes. Therefore, plac-
ing an operator in the cloud means selecting one DC for hosting
it. In our previous work, we proposed anycast algorithms that
can be directly applied here for DC selection in wide area net-
works [32] and [33]. The basic algorithm, referred to as closest,
will be utilized. It selects the DC closest to the source of the re-
quest considering network hops. The main advantage is that the
algorithm consumes as few network resources as possible and
reduces transmission latency.

4.1. Random

Random is the reference algorithm that, for every single op-
erator, randomly decides whether to deploy the operator in the
cloud or in the fog. The only advantage of the Random algo-
rithm is its simplicity. Excessive communication between oper-
ators deployed in the fog and in the cloud may impose increased
WAN resource consumption. In the worst case, the commu-
nication between each pair of operators may overutilize WAN
resources. Pseudocode 1 describes the Random algorithm.

4.2. AllDC

The AllDC reference algorithm is based on a single rule - all
requests are fully deployed in the cloud, fog resources are not
utilized at all. The algorithm generates a considerable amount
of network traffic, as each of the streams has to reach the data
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Algorithm 2 FogOnly
Input: req

1: requirement ← 0
2: for i ∈ {1, ..., req.O} do
3: requirement ← requirement + req.C[i]
4: end for
5: if requirement > rreq.s then
6: Reject the request
7: else
8: Deploy all operators in the fog associated with req.s
9: end if

center. The requests are also more likely to exceed their latency
thresholds due to transmission delays in WAN.

4.3. FogOnly

The FogOnly reference algorithm allocates all requests fully
in the fog and rejects the requests in case of insufficient fog re-
sources (Pseudocode 2). Such an approach provides satisfac-
tory performance in environments with abundant fog resources.
However, the success rate is expected to suddenly drop as the
fog instances reach their resource limit.

4.4. FogGreedy

For requests with sinks in the cloud, the FogGreedy ref-
erence algorithm will place all operators in the selected DC.
However, if only the request’s sink is in the fog, the algorithm
tries to maximize the use of fog resources. More precisely,
the algorithm sorts the streams according to their increasing
requirements on computing resources and then handles the re-
quest in a per-stream manner. The algorithm will deploy the op-
erators involved in a given stream in the fog if there are enough
resources. Otherwise, it deploys the whole stream in the se-
lected DC. Fig. 3 illustrates this FogGreedy property with a
sink in the fog. The algorithm processes streams sorted by their
processing requirements, and as a result, deploys streams B and
C in the fog (Figs. 3b and 3c, respectively), and stream A in the
cloud (Fig. 3d).

The FogGreedy algorithm focuses on utilizing fog resources.
Its main drawback is that requests with loose latency require-
ments that could use the cloud may end up consuming fog re-
sources. Such inefficiency may drain fog resources, and as
a result, violate the constraints of more demanding requests.
Compared to the Random algorithm, the number of unneces-
sary transmissions through the WAN is limited. However, ad-
ditional WAN communication may occur when a fog instance
has enough resources to deploy only a few streams of a given
request. The communication happens because the operators de-
ployed in the fog may also belong to streams partially placed in
the cloud.

Pseudocode 3 describes the FogGreedy algorithm. Three
auxiliary functions are also involved. getStreams (Pseudocode 4)
processes the application execution graph and returns a matrix
containing vectors describing streams in consecutive columns.
Values in the vector’s i-th cell are requirements on computing
resources of the i-th operator, if only it is a part of that stream.
The second algorithm, getStreamRequirements (Pseudocode 5),

Algorithm 3 FogGreedy
Input: req

1: if req.sink = cloud then
2: Deploy all operators in the selected DC
3: else
4: row← 1
5: stream← []
6: streams← getStreams(req, row, stream, [])
7: streams← sortStreams(req, streams)
8: for all stream ∈ streams do
9: if getStreamRequirements(req, stream) > rreq.s then

10: Deploy stream in the selected DC skipping already deployed
operators

11: else
12: Deploy stream in the fog associated with req.s skipping already

deployed operators
13: end if
14: end for
15: end if

Algorithm 4 getStreams
Input: req, row, stream, streams

1: for i ∈ {1, ..., req.O} do
2: if req.G[row, i] , 0 then
3: tmpStream← stream
4: tmpStream[row]← req.C[row]
5: tmpStream[i]← req.C[i]
6: if i = req.O then
7: streams← [streams, tmpStream]
8: else
9: streams← getStreams(req, i, tmpStream, streams)

10: end if
11: end if
12: end for
13: return streams

Algorithm 5 getStreamRequirements
Input: req, stream, lastIndex

1: requirement ← 0
2: if lastIndex = null then
3: lastIndex← req.O
4: end if
5: for i ∈ {1, ..., lastIndex} do
6: requirement ← requirement + stream[i]
7: end for
8: return requirement

Algorithm 6 sortStreams
Input: req, streams

1: sorted
2: streamsRequirements← []
3: for all stream ∈ streams do
4: streamsRequirements← [streamsRequirements,

getStreamRequirements(req, stream)]
5: end for
6: sorted ← sort streams by streamsRequirements (increasing order)
7: return sorted

sums the requirements on computing resources for a stream
represented as the mentioned vector. Finally, the sortStreams
algorithm (Pseudocode 6) sorts the matrix returned by the get-
Streams algorithm by reordering columns describing streams
according to the increasing requirements on computing resources.
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(b) Processing third stream which has lowest computing requirements and
can be fully deployed in the fog. Remaining resources in fog: 16 units.
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(c) Processing second stream which has lowest computing requirements and
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(d) Processing first stream that cannot be fully deployed in the fog as remain-
ing resources in the fog (8 units) are insufficient to handle requirements (11
units).

Figure 3: An example of FogGreedy properties.

4.5. FogGreedy+

The proposed FogGreedy+ algorithm extends FogGreedy
by using fog resources more effectively. FogGreedy+ places the

whole application execution graph in the fog only if the sink is
in the fog and there are enough fog resources to host all oper-
ators. A request with a sink in the cloud, on the other hand, is
placed in the cloud.

FogGreedy+ proceeds as follows for requests with sinks in
the fog, whose operators cannot be fully deployed in the fog.
First, it sorts the streams and then processes them one at a
time. For each stream, FogGreedy+ finds the graph edge with
the lowest network requirements and for which it can place all
upstream operators in the fog. This edge is then selected to
traverse the WAN in the direction from the fog to the cloud.
If the selected edge belongs to streams not yet processed by
the algorithm, it is automatically selected to cross the WAN for
those streams. Fig. 4 illustrates these FogGreedy+ properties,
where Fig. 4a shows the stream paths, whereas Figs. 4b and 4c
present the network requirements. FogGreedy+ first selects the
edge that traverses the WAN for streams A and B simultane-
ously (Fig. 4b), and then in the following step picks the edge for
stream C (Figs. 4c). It performs this operation until all streams
have an edge selected for data transmission from the fog to the
cloud or no fog resource is available. In the latter case, the al-
gorithm places all remaining operators in the cloud.

FogGreedy+ must also find edges crossing the WAN in the
opposite direction (from the cloud to the fog). For this purpose,
the algorithm evaluates the application graph edges that meet
two conditions: (1) they connect operators downstream to the
first one deployed in the cloud, and (2) the algorithm can deploy
these downstream operators in the fog. Then, the algorithm se-
lects the edge with the lowest network requirements to cross
the WAN from the cloud to the fog. Again, as the selected edge
may be common to multiple streams, those streams are auto-
matically selected with this edge crossing the WAN. This case
is illustrated in Fig. 5 for the same streams presented in Fig. 4a.
Initially, the algorithm selects the edge that traverses the WAN
for stream A (Fig. 5a), and then in the following step, the al-
gorithm picks the edge for streams B and C simultaneously
(Figs. 5b). It repeats this operation for the remaining streams
until they either carry data to the sink in the fog or all fog re-
sources are used. In the latter case, it deploys all remaining
operators in the cloud, and the streams carry data back to the
fog directly before the sink. Pseudocode 7 describes the aux-
iliary function getSortedEdges which, for a particular stream,
returns directly connected operators in the form of the list or-
dered according to the increasing requirements on network re-
sources. The auxiliary function getSortedEdges is used by the
FogGreedy+ algorithm presented in Pseudocode 8. We omit
the description of finding edges feasible to cross the WAN from
cloud to fog for brevity.

Intuitively, the proposed FogGreedy+ utilizes fog resources
more effectively than FogGreedy as it can deploy particular streams
simultaneously in fog and cloud. However, such use of fog re-
sources comes at the expense of additional data transmission
between fog and cloud. That is why FogGreedy+ selects the
graph edges with the lowest network requirements. However,
similarly to FogGreedy, FogGreedy+ is susceptible to draining
fog resources by using them to serve requests that the cloud
could handle.
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(c) Processing third stream: edge with the lowest requirements on network
resources selected (bold).

Figure 4: An example of FogGreedy+ properties.

Algorithm 7 getSortedEdges
Input: req, tmpG, stream

1: sortedEdges← []
2: for i ∈ {1, ..., req.O} do
3: for j ∈ {1, ..., req.O} do
4: if stream[i] > 0 AND stream[j] > 0 AND tmpG[i, j] , 0 then
5: add (i,j) pair to sortedEdges based on tmpG[i, j] value in in-

creasing order
6: end if
7: end for
8: end for
9: return sortedEdges

4.6. Network Aware FogGreedy - NAFogGreedy

The proposed NAFogGreedy algorithm introduces NetAware-
ness by trying to mitigate the overhead caused by excessive
data transfer between fog and cloud. Instead of evaluating each
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(a) Processing first stream: edge with the lowest requirements on network
resources selected (bold).
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(b) Processing second stream: edge with the lowest requirements on net-
work resources selected (bold). After deployment third stream is also fully
deployed.

Figure 5: An example of FogGreedy+ properties regarding the transmission
from cloud to fog.

stream individually, it considers a request as a set of operators.
Thus, the algorithm deploys the entire application execution
graph in the fog only if the sink is also in the fog and there
are enough fog resources to host all the operators. Otherwise,
NAFogGreedy places the whole request in the cloud. The algo-
rithm also deploys in the cloud all requests whose sinks are in
the cloud.

The algorithm reduces the communication between opera-
tors deployed in the cloud and the fog at the expense of less
efficient fog utilization. However, it remains susceptible to the
same issue as FogGreedy and FogGreedy+ algorithms: requests
with loose latency requirements may use fog resources even if
deploying them in the cloud successfully meets their require-
ments. Such inefficient resource usage may over-utilize fog re-
sources, and as a result, exceed the latency threshold of more
stringent requests. Pseudocode 9 describes the NAFogGreedy
algorithm.

4.7. Network-Aware Application Oriented - NAAO
The proposed Network-Aware Application Oriented algo-

rithm deploys in the cloud all requests with sinks in the cloud
and requests with a sink in the fog that exceed available fog
resources. In addition, it considers the latency constraint for
requests that cannot be fully handled in the fog. First, the algo-
rithm calculates the execution time-span (ets) of each stream in
the request. If the execution time-span of any stream exceeds
the latency constraint, then the algorithm places the request in
the cloud to avoid wasting fog resources. After that, it com-
putes the cloud execution time-span (cets) for each stream by
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Algorithm 8 FogGreedy+

Input: req
1: if req.sink = cloud then
2: Deploy all operators in the selected DC
3: else
4: requirement ← 0
5: for i ∈ {1, ..., req.O} do
6: requirement ← requirement + req.C[i]
7: end for
8: if requirement ≤ rreq.s then
9: Deploy all operators in the fog associated with req.s

10: else . Sink in the fog but request cannot be fully deployed in the fog
11: streams← getStreams(req, 1, [], [])
12: streams← sortStreams(req, streams)
13: for all stream ∈ streams do
14: if any operator in stream has been already deployed in fog then
15: j← index of first operator of stream deployed in fog
16: for i ∈ {1, ..., j} do
17: if req.C[i] ≤ rreq.s then
18: Deploy operator i in the fog associated with req.s
19: end if
20: end for
21: else
22: sortedEdges← getSortedEdges(req, req.G, stream)
23: edgeFound ← false
24: for all edge ∈ sortedEdges do . Consecutive edges with the lowest

requirements
25: requirement ← getStreamRequirements(req, stream, edge.i)
26: if requirement ≤ rreq.s then . Operators before edge can be

deployed in fog
27: edgeFound ← true
28: for k ∈ {1, ..., edge.i} do
29: if stream[k] > 0 then
30: Deploy operator k in the fog associated with req.s
31: stream[k]← 0 . Not to reassign operators
32: end if
33: end for
34: end if
35: if edgeFound then
36: break . If edge found move to another stream
37: end if
38: end for
39: end if
40: end for
41: for all stream ∈ streams do
42: By analogy find the least demanding edge to span WAN from cloud to

fog. All operators after that edge must be able to be deployed in fog.
43: end for
44: Deploy all not deployed operators in the selected DC
45: end if
46: end if

Algorithm 9 NAFogGreedy
Input: req

1: if req.sink = cloud then
2: Deploy all operators in the selected DC
3: else
4: requirement ← 0
5: for i ∈ {1, ..., req.O} do
6: requirement ← requirement + req.C[i]
7: end for
8: if requirement > rreq.s then
9: Deploy all operators in the selected DC

10: else
11: Deploy all operators in the fog associated with req.s
12: end if
13: end if

adding the estimated delay of data transfer to the selected data
center considering its physical distance. cets is an estimate of
the actual time needed to handle the request. Thus, NAAO de-
ploys in the fog, streams whose latency constraint is lower than
the cloud execution time-span. On the other hand, it deploys in
the cloud streams whose latency constraint is higher than cets

Algorithm 10 Network Aware Application Oriented
Input: req

1: if req.sink = cloud then
2: Deploy all operators in the selected DC
3: else
4: requirement ← 0
5: for i ∈ {1, ..., req.O} do
6: requirement ← requirement + req.C[i]
7: end for
8: if requirement > rreq.s then
9: Deploy all operators in the selected DC

10: else
11: streams← getStreams(req, 1, [], [])
12: for all stream ∈ streams do
13: ets← retrieve for stream
14: if ets > req.lth then
15: Deploy all operators in the selected DC canceling any pre-

vious deployments
16: break
17: end if
18: Temporarily deploy stream in the selected DC skipping already

deployed operators
19: cets← retrieve for temporarily deployed stream
20: if cets > req.lth then
21: Deploy stream in the fog associated with req.s skipping

already deployed operators
22: else
23: Deploy stream in the selected DC skipping already de-

ployed operators
24: end if
25: end for
26: end if
27: end if

since the cloud is sufficient to meet their requirements.
The NAAO algorithm requires additional information about

the requests latency threshold and processing time of each op-
erator in the application execution graph. The algorithm then
provides the SDN controller with this information along with
the requests (see 3.2). Hence, the NAAO algorithm mitigates the
inefficient use of fog resources, which is the main drawback of
the FogGreedy approaches. Operators consume fog resources
only if they can meet the latency constraints of each application
stream. The NAAO algorithm also introduces NetAwareness by
limiting unnecessary data transmission between cloud and fog
based on estimation of cets metric.

To sum up, the Random algorithm handles requests equally
regardless of whether the sink is in the cloud or in the fog.
AllDC and FogOnly deploy requests fully in the cloud or in
the fog, respectively. The general idea of FogGreedy is to de-
ploy requests in the cloud and in the fog considering the desired
sink. The algorithm processes requests examining one stream
at a time and considering the limited fog resources when de-
ploying operators in the fog. FogGreedy+ operates similarly to
FogGreedy when handling streams with a sink in the cloud or in
the fog, and that could be deployed in the fog. It, however, ap-
plies more sophisticated rules to requests with a sink in the fog
that cannot be entirely deployed in the fog. The NAFogGreedy
algorithm introduces NetAwareness by considering requests as
an integral set of operators instead of processing each stream
individually. The algorithm deploys in the cloud requests with
a sink in the cloud and requests that it cannot fully deploy in
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the fog. The NAAO algorithm combines NetAwareness with ap-
plication properties. NAAO compares stream cloud execution
time-spans with request latency constraints to decide whether
to deploy a stream in the cloud or in the fog.

Table 2 summarizes the differences between the algorithms
regarding their approach to request processing, behavior in case
of insufficient fog resources, and NetAwareness. More sophis-
ticated algorithms integrate cloud, fog, and network infrastruc-
tures using an SDN controller, which handles the application
execution graph, collects information about computing resource
utilization, and estimates execution times, steering the traffic
according to the implemented algorithms.

5. Performance Evaluation

This section describes the experimental setup and analy-
sis of obtained results. The following paragraphs describe the
setup used to carry out the experiments, emulation parameters,
final results, and conclusions drawn from the results.

5.1. Experimental Setup

The algorithms were evaluated in an emulated SDN envi-
ronment. The testbed comprises several SDN switches (net-
work nodes), an SDN controller, virtual hosts representing fog
instances and DCs, a request generator, request handlers, traffic
generators, and a database. Fig. 6 depicts the essential system
components and interfaces, whereas Fig. 7 shows the network
topology. Both figures share some building blocks:

• network nodes (Fig. 6a, 7a);

• virtual hosts with fog instances (Fig. 6b, 7b) and DC in-
stances (Fig. 6c, 7c);

• data plane connections (Fig. 6d, 7d) and control plane
connections (Fig. 6e, 7e);

• the SDN controller (Fig. 6f, 7f).

Topology The network topology was deployed using the
Mininet emulator and consisted of 14 network nodes identified
by numbers from 0 to 13. All networks nodes were running a
virtual switch (Open vSwitch) managed by the SDN controller
Ryu. Additional hosts for fog instances were created and di-
rectly connected to all nodes, while hosts for DC instances were
created and directly connected only to nodes 2, 4, 7, 9, 11.

SDN controller An external application implemented within
the SDN controller provides all the features required in the ex-
periments. The communication between the switches and the
controller follows the OpenFlow protocol version 1.3 (Fig. 6e).
The controller application is responsible for topology discov-
ery, route calculation, path setup, and gathering network statis-
tics. Upon successful network provisioning, the controller es-
tablishes separate OpenFlow sessions with each switch. The
topology discovery function generates outbound LLDP packets
on each switches’ interface using OFPT PACKET OUT mes-
sages and tracks their reception reported by OFPT PACKET IN

messages. As a result, the controller can create an entire net-
work graph. Based on the collected information, the SPF algo-
rithm computes the shortest paths between each pair of hosts
connected to the network nodes. The controller then sets up
paths by sending a series of OFPT FLOW MOD messages that
create appropriate flow table entries on each network node, en-
abling layer-3 connectivity between all provisioned virtual hosts.
In the meantime, the controller triggers periodical polling of
information from network nodes regarding their network inter-
face statistics using OFPMP PORT STATS messages (Fig. 6g)
and saves them to the database (Fig. 6h).

Request generator The request generator component (Fig. 6i)
generates both background traffic and fog requests. During the
warmup phase, the request generator creates complete sets of
both request types for the whole emulation run. It then places
the requests on a timeline object (Fig. 6j) and sequentially dis-
patches them to the request handler via a REST API (Fig. 6c)
following their timestamps.

Background requests, simple data transmissions between
two random hosts, are described by 3 parameters: inter-arrival
time, bandwidth, and duration. Each parameter is drawn ran-
domly from an exponential distribution. These requests em-
ulated network traffic unrelated to stream processing and pro-
vided an additional means of adjusting resource consumption.

Fog requests, the primary concern of the experiment, are
generated to meet the requirements stated in the paper. The ini-
tial parameters of each fog request are: inter-arrival time gener-
ated randomly using an exponential distribution and bandwidth
constraints for traffic processed by the first operator. As a first
step, a uniform distribution provides a random number of oper-
ators between 5 and 10. Then, a random number of stages was
selected from a uniform distribution, considering that the total
number of stages could not exceed the total number of opera-
tors. Note that the request stage is an abstract term denoting
operators that belong to different streams and can process data
in parallel (each operator does not have any downstream or up-
stream operators in the same stage). Therefore, stages were
introduced solely for the request generation procedure and did
not affect request execution.

Next, the operators are assigned to stages, assuming the fol-
lowing:

• at least one operator in each stage;

• the first and the last stages contain only one operator;

• the operators in a stage have lower indices than operators
in all following stages;

• each operator has at least one connection with the previ-
ous stage and with the following stage; and

• the operators communicate only between adjacent stages.

Additional connections are randomly added between stages,
as operators can fork execution and aggregate tuples from two
or more upstream operators. The next step randomly selects the
operator computing requirements and its tuple processing time,
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Table 2: Summary of the algorithms.

Algorithm Processing manner Insufficient fog resources NetAwareness
Random operator by operator all other operators to cloud no
AllDC request as unity does not use fog resources no

FogOnly request as unity reject the request no
FogGreedy stream by stream whole stream to cloud no

FogGreedy+ stream by stream analyze application graph minor
NAFogGreedy request as unity whole request to cloud yes

NAAO stream by stream whole request to cloud yes
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the bandwidth requirements of each edge between operators,
and the latency threshold.

Regarding tuple processing time, we consider two types of
operators: short (average tuple processing time equals the av-

erage latency of a single link in a network) and long (average
tuple processing time equals 10 times the average latency of a
single link in a network). The request generation selects oper-
ator types randomly with equal probability, drawing the actual
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tuple processing time from an exponential distribution.
Specific operators may perform data aggregation and com-

pression, and network requirements could randomly vary be-
tween stages. Once we have all operators, connections, and the
required bandwidth values, we can create the G matrix of the
request. Note that the matrix does not contain the sink.

We consider the longest stream, time-wise, to compute the
latency threshold for a request. Not meeting the threshold is
acceptable but considered an anomaly. Therefore, on average,
10% of the requests have the latency threshold lower than the
sum of operators tuple processing times of the longest stream.
Another 40% of the requests have the threshold high enough to
be met even if numerous transmissions between fog and cloud
occur. The threshold for all other requests considers a success-
ful execution optimizing the number of transmissions through
the WAN. We decided that the mean value of the latency thresh-
old should be equal to the sum of the tuple processing times of
the longest stream, plus 2 ∗ 3 ∗ MTT , where MTT is the mean
transmission time through the link in the network. The ratio-
nale is to assume 2 transmissions through the WAN, on average
three hops between fog and cloud.

Request handler The request handler (Fig. 6k) provides a
simple REST API that receives requests dispatched by the re-
quest generator. First, each incoming request is deserialized and
validated. Then an appropriate handling procedure is applied,
either for background or fog requests.

In the case of a fog request, the process involves selecting
an appropriate handling algorithm concerning the initially ap-
plied testbed configuration and running the algorithm to deter-
mine the deployment of particular operators and streams within
the request. Then the request handler reserves the required fog
resources and creates a list of WAN transmissions that traffic
generators running on virtual host instances can perform. A
similar list is created when handling a background request.

Using the topology data retrieved from the SDN controller
(Fig. 6l), the request handler determines the exact information
about the endpoints of the planned transmission, including the
relevant network node (Fig. 6a1,a2) numbers and virtual host
IPs (Fig. 6b,c). The handler than hands the WAN transmission
requests (Fig. 6m) to the traffic generator (Fig. 6n) running on
the source host. The handler tracks the execution of all trans-
missions within the request and saves the collected statistics on
the database (Fig. 6o).

Traffic generator Each virtual host in the topology runs
a separate traffic generator (Fig. 6n) based on the nuttcp tool.
The generators maintain TCP data streams (Fig. 6o) following
the parameters dictated by the request handler: bandwidth, du-
ration, source, and destination host. Upon termination of each
transmission, the generator reports its detailed statistics back to
the request handler (Fig. 6m).

5.2. Results
The experiments were carried out in two stages. Initially,

multiple emulation batches were run with different values of
available fog resources (100-30000) and network link capaci-
ties (50 Mbps-1 Gbps). Each of the batches consisted of sep-
arate 3-hour runs of all 7 algorithms. The statistics collected

from these initial batches included sampled values of resource
utilization collected in 15 s intervals. These data sets were used
to gain a preliminary insight into resource consumption and net-
work performance caused by the input parameters.

Based on the data, it was decided that 3 scenarios should be
considered: Low (network utilization within 10-30%), Medium
(network utilization within 30-50%) and High (network utiliza-
tion over 50%). The scenarios varied by the computational re-
sources available in each fog instance and WAN link capacity
to examine the performance and effectiveness of the algorithms
under different loads. The parameters applicable for each sce-
nario are summarized in Table 3. Note that the request gen-
eration parameters explained in Section 5.1 remained constant
between all scenarios.

Final results were collected analogously by running several
batches for each scenario. Different random number genera-
tor seed values were used for batches within a single scenario,
while the same seeds were applied to all scenarios. Summary
network and fog resources utilization levels were assessed by
calculating the 80-percentile value of all samples collected dur-
ing a single emulation run. This value expressed as a fraction of
the maximum available fog or network resources constituted a
metric that determined the prevalent environment state through-
out the single emulation run. The accuracy of the results was
ensured by calculating 95% confidence intervals of values ob-
served in the emulation batches. The confidence intervals are
represented by error bars included in the figures.

The results achieved in Low, Medium and High scenarios
are presented in Fig. 8, 9 and 10, respectively. The first graph
in each figure illustrates the success rates, considered the key
indicator of each algorithm’s performance. The two following
graphs present the measured network and fog resource utiliza-
tion (evaluated as described in the paragraph above) used to
assess the impact of the algorithms on network resource usage
and the effectiveness of the resource allocation. The last graph
presents a distribution of requests with regards to the applied
deployment type:

• All-Fog (all operators within a request were deployed in
the fog);

• All-Cloud (all operators within a request were deployed
in the cloud);

• Mixed (request operators were deployed both in the fog
and in the cloud);

• Rejected (the request was rejected and no operators were
deployed at all - exclusive to the FogOnly algorithm).

The analysis of these deployment type ratios is used to verify
the design assumptions and differences between the evaluated
algorithms.

The success rates measured in all scenarios illustrate the dif-
ference between the reference and the proposed algorithms. In
the Low scenario, Random successfully handled only ca. 60%
of the requests, while FogOnly and AllDC achieved only slightly
better rates (between 70-80%). At the same time, the other al-
gorithms succeeded with more than 80% of the requests. Note
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Table 3: Scenarios and traffic generator parameters.

Parameter Scenario

Low Medium High
Fog resources 1000 500 500
Link capacity 100 Mbps 100 Mbps 50 Mbps
Expected network utilization 10-30% 30-50% 50-100%
Batch count 15
Background requests: mean interarrival time 60 s
Background requests: mean bandwidth 50 Mbps
Background requests: mean duration 300 s
Fog requests: mean interarrival time 60 s
Fog requests: length 100000 tuples
Fog requests: initial stage bandwidth

[
25 Mbps, 50 Mbps
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Figure 8: ”Low” scenario results.

that FogOnly performs better than Random and AllDC only in
the Low scenario, when most requests may be redirected to the
fog instances. In the Medium and High scenarios, fog instances
become saturated, and we observe a significant drop of success
rate (below 50%). Similarly, the AllDC algorithm is affected
by the availability of network resources and notes a reduction

of success rate in the High scenario. While FG, FG+ and NAFG
each exhibit a progressive improvement over their predecessors,
the best success rates were always observed in the case of the
NAAO algorithm and, only slightly worse, NAFG. These two
algorithms were the most effective regardless of the resource
consumption and network load throughout all the scenarios.
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Figure 9: ”Medium” scenario results.
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The differences between specific algorithms are explained
more comprehensively by the other metrics evaluated in the ex-
periments. Based on the network utilization measurements, the
Random algorithm contributes to substantial traffic related to
WAN transmissions (75-95% of link capacity). Considerably
high network utilization was also caused by the AllDC algo-
rithm, as it required a WAN transmission for each of the re-
quests. The FG and FG+ algorithms achieved ca. 20-30% uti-
lization levels in the Low scenario, but led to relatively high net-
work consumption in the Medium and High scenarios, exceed-
ing 80% in the latter case. On the other hand, the lowest net-
work utilization of ca. 10-20% was observed for the FogOnly
algorithm that did not generate any traffic (only background
traffic streams were present in the network). The second-lowest
values were always observed with the NAFG algorithm that
succeeded in keeping the utilization below 60% in the High sce-
nario and reduced it even more (below 30%) in the other sce-
narios. Similar and only slightly higher utilization levels were
observed with the NAAO algorithm in the Medium and High
scenario.

The comparison of fog resources utilization speaks in favor
of AllDC and NAAO regardless of the scenario. As expected,
the AllDC algorithm used no fog resources due to handling all
the requests in the cloud. The NAAO algorithm steadily main-
tained resource utilization at ca. 10%, which is 4-6 times lower
than in case of the Random algorithm that was the least effec-
tive in this scope. The FogOnly and NAFG algorithms provided
the third best results (ca. 30%), with a significant improvement
over the FG and FG+ algorithms in the Medium and High sce-
narios. It is also observed that fine-grained resource allocation
based on operators (as in Random) or streams (as in FG) al-
lows to utilize more fog resources than in case of deploying the
request as a whole (as in FogOnly).

Regarding the ratio of observed deployment types, the al-
gorithms vary by preference of all-fog, all-cloud or mixed de-
ployments. As expected, the Random algorithm resulted in the
highest number of mixed deployments (with operators present
both in the fog and in the cloud) that were observed in case of
ca. 80% of the requests. Because the decisions made by the
algorithm are based on a purely random choice, and no per-
formance constraints are considered, the algorithm leads to a
sparse allocation of the operators. This contributes to a signif-
icant number of WAN transmissions and increases the network
load. Furthermore, requests are affected by additional trans-
mission latencies and repeatedly exceed their latency thresh-
olds, leading to one of the worst results observed in all scenar-
ios. Alternatively, the FogOnly algorithm deployed as many
(ca. 50 - 85%) requests as possible fully in the fog. In case of
insufficient resources, the requests were rejected. On the other
hand, AllDC deployed all requests fully in the cloud. However,
these approaches resulted in unsatisfactory success rates, as us-
ing a single deployment cannot guarantee efficient handling of
requests in a heavily loaded environment.

The other algorithms address these issues by considering
the expected impact of excessive network transmissions and
resource limitations. The FG algorithm that attempts to de-
ploy streams fully in the fog significantly reduces the number

of mixed deployments in favor of the other deployment types.
More balanced use of different deployment types contributes
to improvement in terms of success rates. The concept fur-
ther evolves in the FG+ algorithm that prefers deploying the
operators in the fog and determines the least demanding WAN
transmissions to be executed in case the request cannot fully fit
in the fog. Eventually, more all-fog deployments are observed
than the previous algorithms, and the negative effects of neces-
sary data transmissions are reduced. As a result, significantly
better success rates are provided than the Random, FogOnly
and AllDC algorithms.
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Figure 10: ”High” scenario results.

NAFG and NAAO further mitigate the negative impact of
network transmissions. For example, the NAFG implements a
mechanism that deploys all the operators either in the fog or
in the cloud, eliminating mixed deployments and effectively
reducing network utilization. In the case of abundant fog re-
sources, as in the Low scenario, all-fog deployments are highly
preferred. Such distribution of deployment types is reflected in
higher fog utilization in certain cases. On the other hand, the
NAAO algorithm implements a more complex mechanism that
introduces an additional metric based on the estimated execu-
tion time span. Due to more accurate estimation of possible
latencies related to additional WAN transmissions, efficient op-
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erator deployment is possible. This results in more requests
deployed fully in the cloud, preserving fog resources for time-
critical requests. Although the algorithm considers mixed de-
ployments to be acceptable, the latency constraints eventually
lead to only all-fog and all-cloud deployments, similarly as in
the case of NAFG. Still, in case of exceptionally demanding
requests and insufficient fog resources, applying mixed deploy-
ments may improve the performance. With this approach, a
superior overall success rate and satisfactory resource utiliza-
tion are achieved. It should be noted that despite disparate ap-
proaches to operator deployment, both NAFG and NAAO pro-
vide the best success rates and differ only by preferred deploy-
ment location (fog or cloud) and resource utilization.

Based on these observations, it can be concluded that the re-
sults are highly affected by the number of WAN transmissions
triggered by the algorithms and delays introduced by these trans-
missions. The transmission latency is a key factor for accu-
rate estimation of request execution timespan and should be
considered when determining the optimal allocation of the op-
erators. Algorithms that do not consider it are less effective
and may lead to saturation of either fog or network resources.
This is proven by the inferior performance of the Random al-
gorithm that provides worse results than its alternatives. More-
over, the issues cannot be solved by deploying all the requests
exclusively in the fog (FogOnly) or the cloud (AllDC). Both
fog resources and network resources (required for WAN trans-
missions to the cloud) are limited and significantly affect the
performance when overutilized. Therefore, the desired solution
should be designed on the basis of fog and cloud interplay. As a
first step towards the desired solution, the latency factor is indi-
rectly referred to in the FG algorithm, where the preference of
fog deployment helps to reduce the negative impact of network
transmissions. The additional estimation of transmission band-
width in FG+ is introduced as a further improvement. However,
even reasonable (considering resource utilization) partitioning
of the operators between the fog and the cloud may introduce
unacceptable delays that inevitably affect performance. Even-
tually, FG+ provides a few percent worse success rates than its
successors. The issue is best solved by the NAFG and NAAO
algorithms. Their results may be connected to the absence of
mixed deployments. NAFG is the least complex algorithm that
at the same time, follows reasonable assumptions. Deploying
all operators either in the fog or in the cloud yields good results
in both success rate and fog resource utilization. In addition, the
algorithm reduces network load the most. As a result, NAFG is
the second-best algorithm in the success rate comparison, being
only slightly worse than NAAO in the High scenario. The last
of the algorithms, NAAO, is not only effective but also intuitive.
Although it considers both compute and network resources, the
algorithm is not overly complex and directly uses network la-
tency metrics that can be easily estimated. In addition, NAAO
allocates fog resources only when fog usage is profitable, thus
enabling an approach that guarantees the efficient use of limited
fog resources.

Considering the overall results, both NAFG and NAAO are
suitable for use in stream processing environments. Aside from
the best success rates, they achieve satisfactory resource utiliza-

tion levels. A choice for the specific environment may be based
on its characteristics, namely available resources and network
policies. While NAFG minimizes network utilization and leads
to a slightly higher fog utilization, NAAO does the opposite and
prefers higher network utilization over-allocating fog resources.
Therefore, either of the two algorithms is capable of satisfying
the requirements of different environments.

5.3. Practical implications

The practical implications of using these algorithms in real-
world scenarios should be considered regarding the example ap-
plications mentioned in Section 1.1. In all 3 cases (intelligent
traffic control, surveillance and event monitoring, and industrial
automation), the applications can process data within limited
time and resources. As observed, choosing a workload deploy-
ment algorithm significantly affects resource consumption and
the percentage of successfully handled requests. The number
of successful requests determines, for instance, how many crit-
ical events an algorithm can handle in time in production or
how many mobile video sources it can analyze at once. There-
fore, both the reliability and usability of the application highly
depend on the underlying algorithm. They may be entirely dif-
ferent for any two of the presented algorithms, e.g. Random
and NAAO.

6. Conclusions

The research presented in this paper involved the design and
thorough evaluation of 7 algorithms responsible for dynamic
workload deployment in stream processing environments. The
algorithms varied by implemented approach and considered dif-
ferent decision factors such as the number or volume of WAN
transmissions, fog resource occupancy, or effective transmis-
sion latency caused by the designated workload deployment.
The experiments were carried out in an emulated virtual net-
work environment and involved the evaluation of 4 metrics in
3 different load scenarios. Achieved results demonstrated that
a proper choice of the algorithm has a critical impact on the
overall performance of stream processing applications.

While the reference algorithms could not provide satisfac-
tory results, all 3 proposed approaches (FG+, NAFG, NAAO)
introduced significant success rate and resource consumption
improvements. Moreover, the last two proposed algorithms out-
perform their predecessors with ca. 80% and higher success
rates, depending on the scenario, and differ by preferred de-
ployment type. Similar results are possible regardless of choice
between network and fog resource optimization.

The evaluation of the algorithms confirms that the success
rates may be maximized by considering request execution graphs
and ensuring balanced utilization of both computing and net-
work resources. Moreover, data transmission latency is a cru-
cial factor in the operator allocation process. However, the
stream processing environment is affected by several other fac-
tors such as costs of cloud and fog computational resources,
costs and availability of network resources, and characteris-
tics of stream processing requests, namely resource require-
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ments and latency thresholds. Future research can further ex-
plore these to provide even more efficient workload deployment
mechanisms in specific use cases.
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